Picture Tube

PAN-O-PLY—INTEGRAL IMPLOSION PROTECTION
(Provided by Formed Rim and Welded Tension Bands Around Periphery of Tube Panel—No Separate Safety-Glass or Integral Protective Window Required)

LOW-VOLTAGE ELECTROSTATIC FOCUS  110° MAGNETIC DEFLECTION
NO ION-TRAP MAGNET REQUIRED

The 23HFP4A is the same as the 23ETP4 except for the following items:

ELECTRICAL
Heater current at 6.3 volts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 450 ± 20 mA

MECHANICAL
External Conductive Coating
Type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Special
Contact area for grounding . . . . . . Near Reference Line